This is an actual email from a scam "pet shipper".
Please note:
---- the number of different company names used
---- the poor grammar
---- the illegal use of other company logos
---- the instructions to lie to the Western Union agent
---- the use of USDA logo - only residents of USA are members of USDA (this person is in Cameroon)

There are many red flags in this e-mail.

Red Flag Tip: The scammer has used 4 different company names in the email. See the highlighted text.
Dear Client,

Welcome to our notification services by mail.

Welcome to Professional Pet Transportation service, the relocating pets best friend since 1978. We are working in the collaboration with the Continental and Delta airways. The relationship of pets and people is a treasured one, as evidenced by the love shown with the children and their pets; and is recognized as the human-animal bond. As you contemplate moving your family pet by air as you relocate, you want the best for your pet. ANIMALS TRANSPORT holds the welfare and safety of your family pet as our primary consideration. Whether your pet is an experienced flier or a first time flier, Air pet move specialists, pet owners themselves, understand the relationship you have with your pet and will only provide the best pet moving service for your family pet both, nationwide & worldwide as you relocate.

We do take care of the following operations:

- Reservation of flight for pets.
- Insure that all vaccines and health papers are updated.
- Take care of your pets during the flight.
- Take care of your pet's delivery at your home from the airport.

We are professional pet movers responsible for the relocation of pets to their new families. When your contract is with us, you are assigned a PERSONAL PET MOVE COUNSELOR who will work with you to arrange the fastest, most direct flight for your pet. We work with your relocation schedule to ensure as smooth a move as possible.

Information on the Transportation and home delivery of your TWO MACAW PARROTS

We have information about TWO MACAW PARROTS From Mrs: Mary Hill here at our agency to be transported to you using the following information:

**RECEIVER'S ADDRESS**

Receiver's Full Name's:.....

CITY:........

HOME ADDRESS:.....

Country:.............

POSTAL CODE:..................
Parrots Description:
Breed..............................Macaw
Parrots ID............................EU70732/EU70734.
Model of Cages....................5290AC AF
Others..........................Pet Toys, Pets Crates, First Aid And Microchip Sensor, bowls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Documents</th>
<th>Valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Papers</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Fee Payments</td>
<td>Pending...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping Details</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THESE PARROTS came with all necessary papers needed, and we have conduct another veterinarian test to be sure of their health status, It was done, all was fine and Medication Papers was accurate, The test Results shows that THESE PARROTS are free from such diseases that may attack other Animals like (Dogs And Cats). So these parrots are now ready for movement and home delivery. But it should be noted that this processes cannot be carried out without the delivery fee for the shipment is completed with the sum of ($300). THESE PARROTS will come alongside with Two of our pet carriers agent that shall bring the PARROTS to you right at your doorstep.

Payments
Since our agency bank account here in U.S.A is presently under auditorium and this process will go on for 14 working days, we do accept payment now only via WESTERN UNION since we have a unit with this service, at our branch office CAMEROON

DELIVERY DETAILS
Name of carrier...............................Mr ANDERSON
Agent Number..............................IPMS.8655
Airline.......................................PETS TRAVEL
Flight Date ;..................................THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 2013
Arrival Date: PENDING (ONCE PAYMENT IS CONFIRMED WE SHALL GIVE YOU THE EXACT ARRIVAL TIME)

Flight #: (NOT ACTIVATED) until payment is confirmed

Departure: THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 2013

Arrival Time: PENDING (ONCE PAYMENT IS CONFIRMED WE SHALL GIVE YOU THE EXACT ARRIVAL TIME)

Aircraft Type: BOEING 747

Gates Departure: K4

Your flight number and full flight details will be sent immediately you make the payment of the delivery charge and it’s confirmed by our director. You have to make this payment, using WESTERN UNION.

THIS SHOULD BE RESPECTED!!

PAYMENTS ADDRESS

RECEIVER'S NAMES: Wunsie Conrauld Akom
COUNTRY: Cameroon
For security purpose, we usually expect our customers to use a pass question and answer, it can be the one below or any one of their choice.

Test Question: ......................NUMBER?

Answer: ......................TWO

FOLLOW THIS DIRECTIVE CAREFULLY:

STEP 1. OPEN THE SITE (WESTERN UNION.COM) ON A PC (COMPUTER) AND NOT ON A PHONE.

STEP 2. ON THE TOP RIGHT HAND CORNER OF THE PAGE (WESTERN UNION.COM) YOU WOULD SEE REGISTER, CLICK ON REGISTER.

STEP 3. AFTER CLICKING ON REGISTER, YOU ARE REQUIRED TO FILL IN YOUR PERSONAL DETAILS AND YOUR CARD DETAILS. THEN YOU WOULD BE TOLD THAT YOUR REGISTRATION IS COMPLETE.

STEP 4. AFTER COMPLETING THE REGISTRATION, YOUR PROFILE PAGE WILL BE OPEN ON THE (WESTERN UNION.COM) CLICK ON SEND MONEY/TRANSFER MONEY.

STEP 5. AFTER CLICKING ON SEND MONEY/TRANSFER MONEY YOU ARE TO FILL THE PAYMENT FORM WHICH CONTAINS THE RECEIVERS NAMES, COUNTRY AND OTHER DETAILS. BELOW IS OUR BRANCH PAYMENT ADDRESS YOU ARE PAYING TO, USING THE WESTERN UNION ONLINE, BY SELECTING MONEY IN MINUTES.

RECEIVERS FIRST NAME: ................. Wunsie
RECEIVERS LAST NAMES........................Conrad Akom

RECEIVERS COUNTRY.................. CAMEROON

RECEIVERS ADDRESS.................. 22 GEORGE STREET

POST CODE......................... 00237

STATE............................... DOUALA

TEST QUESTION....................... NUMBER

ANSWER............................. ......TWO

AMOUNT.............................$300

ONCE YOU ARE DONE JUST KEEP FILLING THE NECESSARY INFORMATION THEN YOU WOULD BE TOLD THAT THE PAYMENT IS DONE. AFTER THAT YOU WOULD BE SENT AN EMAIL CONTAINING THE PAYMENT DETAILS YOU ARE TO FORWARD THAT EMAIL TO US CONTAINING THE 10 DIGITS MTCN CONTROL NUMBERS FOR CONFIRMATION AND WE SHALL LET YOU KNOW ON THE NEXT STEP AS WELL AS THE ARRIVAL TIME.

HOPE YOU UNDERSTAND THE ABOVE STEPS.

STEP 3..................ASK FOR A WESTERN UNION SENDING FORM FROM THE CASHIER AND FILL THE PAYMENTS IN FORMATION ON THE SENDING FORM

STEP 4........PASS THE FORM OVER TO THE CASHIER TO DO THE TRANSFER AND WHEN HE OR SHE IS DONE THEY WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH A RECEIPT TO PROVE PAYMENTS HAS
BEEN MADE.

STEP 5................LOOK ON THE RECEIPT AND SEND US THE 10 DIGITS MTCN CONTROL NUMBERS AND YOUR FULL NAMES USED IN MAKING THE PAYMENTS SO WE CAN ISSUE YOU THE ARRIVAL TIME OF YOUR PARROTS.

Take your receipt and you can leave

For WESTERN UNION kindly send us the 10 digits MTCN control numbers found on the receipt of payments

Send us the followings on the payment receipt, sender's names, test question and answer used in wiring the money as soon as the payment is done.

This payment should be done TODAY so that these parrots can be home delivered to you on time, if the fee is not provided these parrots will not be dispatched from our detention and you will spend more on daily feedings until the Director confirms the payment of the ($300) to complete the delivery fee.

You shall be presented the hard copies of all papers and the Reservation paper upon arrival of the parrots at your home address so you will sign in other to proof that you have received your pet in good health condition.

Advice To Follow!!!!

Once you arrive at the WESTERN UNION branch, just say you want to transfer money simply without specifying that
it is for a purchase or delivery to avoid paying more for mailing costs due to tax added by WESTERN UNION for online purchases on the Internet.

DELIVERY SCHEDULE

Departure Time:............................... .......pending until payment is confirm
Arrival Time:..................................... ............pending until payment is confirm
Delivery Time To Your Home:..............pending until payment is confirm

WE DO DOOR TO DOOR DELIVERY

...MANAGEMENT...

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR MAIN PRIORITY